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Preface
Earlier this year, we published Seven Habits of Highly Effective Alliance
Professionals Who Deliver Value. One of the habits is “build operational
excellence.” We defined it as developing and implementing consistent
practices so that stakeholders know what to expect regardless of the
alliance. It is achieved through a renewed focus on alliance fundamentals
including planning, governance and decision making, risk management,
measurement and improvement, communication, and reporting processes.
Organizations and their stakeholders benefit greatly from building operational
excellence in the alliance startup process, a time when all of these fundamentals
and the seven habits come into play. Organizations that master the startup
process see their alliances hit their stride sooner and with fewer problems.
Stakeholders understand the alliance’s objectives and how the partners intend
to achieve them.
Importantly, they will also appreciate the value of alliance management
services for preventing the inefficiencies of alliances from overcoming their
intended value.
Mastering the startup process pays dividends for all concerned long after the
alliance is fully operational.
In collaboration and partnership,

Jan and Jeff
Jan Twombly, CSAP
Jeff Shuman, CSAP, PhD
Newton, MA
May 2021
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Start it Right
or Start it Again
A new alliance1 is a lot like a new
business startup. You must start
it right or inevitably have to start
it again—usually in the midst of
conflict or when trust and opportunity have been lost. The first
60 to 90 days after an alliance is
agreed to are a critical time when it is either set up for success or stumbles
out of the gate. Alliance management professionals are honing their craft
to focus on the essential components of starting up alliance operations so
that they prepare stakeholders for what could go wrong and set them
up to make it go right.
The key activities that happen in the startup time frame differ somewhat
depending on the purpose of the alliance and the industry. In asset-based
biopharmaceutical alliances, there are typically multiple millions of dollars
paid upfront, and stakeholders are eager to get to work. In other industries
where a few people see the art of the possible, they must demonstrate the
validity of their value assumption, how it aligns with business unit and
geographic priorities, and recruit engagement from key stakeholders.
This paper explores how to make the startup process more agile and value
creating for stakeholders. It focuses on ways the alliance professional can
deliver on the core value of alliance management practices and processes:
Prevent the inefficiencies inherent in alliances from realizing intended
value—and from pursuing additional value creating opportunities. At its
core, this means helping stakeholders make the most of every available moment. We refer to this as managing the cost of time.
We detail the major activities required to startup all types of alliances. Also
presented are success factors for both asset-based research, development,
and commercialization biopharma alliances and go-to-market relationships where the focus is on adding value for customers and generating
revenues, as is the case in most info/digital technology relationships. The
latter is a very broad category that also includes digital health, fintech, and
insuretech alliances, to name but a few.

Depending upon industry,
a strategic alliance is also
referred to as a business partnership. For simplicity we refer
to the long-term, mutually beneficial business relationship that
is the subject of this paper as
an “alliance.” Alliances have
both strategic and financial
value and make contributions
to innovation and/or growth
for each partner.
1
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Alliance
management
professionals are
honing their craft
to focus on
the essential
components of
starting up alliance
operations so that
they prepare
stakeholders for
what could
go wrong and set
them up to make
it go right.
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We also share the input of the participants in our master class on the value
of alliance management in the startup process held during the all-digital
2021 ASAP Global Alliance Summit (see pages 13-16). Their insights come
from analysis of real-world case studies and provide practical guidance on
risk identification and how to address those risks in the startup process.
They offer their views on the value delivered to stakeholders and advice on
how to help the organization realize its alliances’ intended value.
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Managing the Cost of
Time During the Alliance
Startup Process
Time is a finite resource. Efficient use of time provides
more opportunities to create value by extending the reach,
utility, or functionality of whatever an alliance is producing. Greater intellectual property can be developed. More
customers served; more patients treated. Preserving
intended value occurs when partners more quickly align on
the path forward, commit the necessary resources, prioritize the work, and overcome differences in how they would
do it if working alone. All of this is measurable and can be
converted to financial value.
Capturing maximum value from alliances is every alliance
professional’s mandate. When the cost of time is effectively
managed communication flows to those who need it,
decisions get made, and problems are resolved.
There are many actions you can take to manage the cost of time during the
startup process. They include practicing the seven habits of highly effective
alliance professionals (See Figure 1 - Seven Habits and The Value of Alliance
Management2):
n

HABIT: Build Operational Excellence

Efficiently and effectively set up alliance operations
n 	HABIT: Manage & Engage Stakeholders
Enable stakeholders to take action to create value
n 	HABIT: Gain and Interpret Insights
Help your company understand the partner and vice versa
n 	HABIT: Bridge Differences
Identify and plan to prevent differences from delaying
initial decisions
n 	HABIT: Enhance Value, Manage Risk
Identify potential risks and plan action to manage or mitigate them

2
Jan Twombly and Jeff
Shuman, Seven Habits of
Highly Effective Alliance
Professionals Who Deliver
Value, The Rhythm of Business, Inc., February 2021.
https://rhythmofbusiness.
com/blogv2.1/userfiles/files/
Seven_Habits_of_Highly_Effective_Alliance_Professionals_Who_Deliver_Value.pdf
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Practicing these habits during the startup process sets up stakeholders
for success and gets an alliance off on the right foot. When alliances are
properly started, another of the seven habits—resolve problems—needs to be
practiced less. The habit—publish your work—is implemented through
many of the actions taken during the startup period.
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Figure 1 – Seven Habits and The Value of Alliance Management
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The Objective of
the Startup Process:
Align on How the Alliance Will Work
To set stakeholders up for the alliance to be successful, the partners need
to align on vision, program, and ways of working. Bringing two and sometimes more organizations together to do something they couldn’t do alone
or at least not economically or as fast, requires them to figure out how
they will work together as one. Regardless of the purpose of the alliance or
industry, there are nine key components that partners align on during the
startup process and that provide a common framework for understanding
the alliance they are about to launch.

STRATEGIC INTENT
Also referred to as the North Star, the strategic intent is the
purpose and intended outcomes of the alliance, stated from
the perspective of the value it produces for the customers
of the alliance and the partners. Within the value that is produced for the
partners, define the value that will accrue to your key stakeholders. That
will inform your stakeholder engagement and management plan, helping
stakeholders realize meaningful benefit.

Regardless of the
purpose of the
alliance or industry,
there are nine key
components that
partners align on
during the
startup process
and that provide
a common
framework for
understanding the
alliance they are
about to launch.

PARTNER OBJECTIVES
Each partner is entering into the alliance because they
believe it will help them meet certain goals and objectives.
Those goals and objectives are frequently different from their
partner’s. The essence of collaboration is give and get thinking: “I’ll help you
do what you are trying to do and you’ll help me do what I am trying to do.”
Understand each partner’s motivations—and be transparent about yours.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Stakeholders must be onboard with the alliance and with
the partner. The alliance must align with and help them
achieve their individual objectives. Be clear about prioritization across stakeholders and within the alliance portfolio.
An alliance can go very wrong if product and engineering are hot on it,
but the sales teams aren’t interested. During the startup process, the initial
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The early
identification of
potential risks
and developing
possible solutions
is a high value
example of
managing the
cost of time.

stakeholder engagement and management plan is developed, including peerto-peer mapping, communication planning, and onboarding.

GOVERNANCE
Alliance governance differs greatly based on the purpose
and form of the alliance. During the startup process it is
designed and structured in a way that is fit-for-purpose for
the alliance and is rationalized within the context of the partners’ business
structures. If there are formal committees, people must be named to them,
which sometimes causes political jockeying. If governance is more informal, at a minimum, the partners align on specific forums, their purpose and
frequency. While not a part of formal governance, there may be project teams or
working groups that need to be established. Looking internally, identify the
company governance routines the alliance needs to fit into and consider how
the timing of them may impact the timing of alliance decisions.

WORKPLANS
Align on how the alliance will go about its work. In certain
instances, the workplans lead to the achievement of predefined milestones, such as a regulatory filing or market entry.
A leading practice in alliances where one partner is funding a scope of work
to be executed by the other is to have a detailed plan in place prior to agreement.3 In most info/digital tech alliances, the alliance professionals will rough
out a plan to be refined as they recruit stakeholders. Regardless of how the
workplans are developed, the partners must align on the program as the path
to achieving the alliance’s North Star.

RISK ASSESSMENT
See Exemplary Alliance,
Ordinary Practices: How Partnerships to Create Innovative
Medicines Should Work, Jan
Twombly and Jeff Shuman,
Sponsored by AbbVie and
BioArctic, The Rhythm of Business, Inc., September, 2020.
https://rhythmofbusiness.com/
blogv2.1/userfiles/files/Exemplary_Alliance_Ordinary_
Practices.pdf
3
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Alliances trade a specific risk—that there is a gap in a product
pipeline or technical stack or that a market opportunity is
missed—with a set of risks that come with an alliance. These
are typically described as business, human, and legal risks. Risk management is an equal part of the alliance professional’s remit as is preserving and
enhancing value. The early identification of potential risks and developing
possible solutions is a high value example of managing the cost of time.
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COMMUNICATION
Many alliances establish a communication plan. Many
also fail to faithfully execute it. In the startup phase, be
realistic and rigorous about how the alliance will communicate—to executives, to front line teams, sales people in the field, from
partner-to-partner, and externally. Consider who should be talking with
whom, how different topics should be handled, how a single version of
the truth for the alliance is maintained, and how access to information is
provided. Communication also includes the KPIs that measure performance
as well as reporting and dashboards that make the work of the alliance and
that of the alliance management professionals visible.

TEAM CHARTERS
Governance committees, project teams, working groups,
and any other way the alliance organizes itself are most
effective when they have a charter to guide them. They start
with the alliance’s North Star and align on how they contribute to it. They
agree to their scope and deliverables—which may be set in the collaboration
agreement—as well as how they manage their work through a cadence of
meetings conducted according to agreed guidelines, and behave based on a
set of operating principles, also known as rules of engagement.

RELATIONSHIPS
Lastly but certainly not least, the startup period is a time for
building relationships between the people who will be working
together to achieve the objectives of the alliance. The alliance
management professionals should orchestrate group and one-to-one
connections and facilitate opportunities for people to get to know each other.
Prior to the pandemic, a joint kickoff meeting would include social and potentially team-building activities. In our current era of remote work, extra effort is
required to connect people and help them build the relationships that will allow
trust to grow and transparent, timely, and complete communication to occur.
These nine components of the startup process are implemented differently
depending on the purpose and context of the alliance. We next look at some
of the core characteristics of info/digital technology go-to-market relationships and of asset-based research, development and commercialization biopharma relationships that are relevant in the startup phase of the alliance.
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The Impact of Alliance
Purpose and Industry
Context on the
Implementation
of the Startup
Process
The startup
process for tech
relationships
encompasses
both what the
partnership will do
and how it
will do it. For an
asset-based
biopharma
partnership, it is
almost entirely
about the how,
with what having
been defined
before the
partners agree to
the alliance.
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Not all alliance startups are the same. The nine components described in
the prior section are entirely relevant for every alliance; however, there are
differences in how they are implemented depending on the purpose of the
alliance. Info/digital tech alliances are typically focused on revenue generation
in the near-term, either through a co-sell, ecosystem, or multi-partner goto-market motion. (We are excluding transactional channel partner reseller
and ecosystem influencer relationships from this discussion.) Asset-based
biopharma partnerships have a years-long product development component
and the partners may or may not ultimately go-to-market together.
Figure 2 – Selected Characteristics of Alliance Startups identifies seven areas where there are differences between starting up an info/digital tech
alliance and starting up an asset-based or research-focused biopharma
alliance. A core difference is that what a biopharma alliance will do is
established much earlier in the process.
There are many nuances to this, but at its simplest, in an asset-based biopharma alliance one party licenses the intellectual property—a molecule,
protein, gene therapy, or other technology—of another. The alliance agreement
is entered into without engaging with customers, yet very focused on
the patient need the therapy it is developing or the research outcomes it
expects to produce will address in some way. The customer validation of
the alliance’s value proposition must be demonstrated within the rubric of
regulated clinical trials.
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INFO/DIGITAL TECH ALLIANCE STARTUP

BIOPHARMA ALLIANCE STARTUP

Alliance professional engaged in
business development

Business development and alliance
management typically separate jobs

Specifics of “what” gets worked out

“What” already worked out in a detailed agreement

Executive and resource
commitment to be secured

Project teams and governance staffed and initiated

Technical and sales enablement programs built

Stakeholders mapped, communication plan readied

APIs or MVP readied

Workplans finalized

Sales pipeline primed,
in- and external marketing

Internal and joint kickoff meetings

Typically no upfront payments

Almost always some form of upfront investment

Figure 2 – Selected Characteristics of Alliance Startups

For info/digital tech alliances, the path they take is largely unregulated
(digital health and fintech are exceptions) and if there is an alliance
product offering to be developed, the work to get to a minimum viable
product (MVP) that can be tested with customers is measured in weeks
or months, not years. These tech alliances are thus much freer to engage
with customers with that MVP—and without having to formalize a
comprehensive agreement or commit resources beyond those which are
required to validate the MVP together with the value proposition and
business model underlying the partnership. This creates a second dimension to MVP—the minimum viable partnership (more on this in the
section Success Factor One: Customer Validation of the Value Assumption).
As a result, the startup process for these tech relationships encompasses
both what the partnership will do and how it will do it. For an asset-based
biopharma partnership, it is almost entirely about the how, with what
having been defined before the partners agree to the alliance.
Despite differences in the specifics of the startup process because of the
focus of the alliance, the ultimate goals of the startup process are clear:
Align on a North Star—what the alliance intends to accomplish for its
customers and partners and how the alliance will achieve it.
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STARTUP MASTER CLASS
Insights from the
2021 ASAP Global Alliance Summit
STARTUP MASTER CLASS
During the 2021 ASAP Global Alliance Summit, we led a highly interactive master
class on the startup process. Participants analyzed one of two case studies: one about a
software company establishing a critical partnership with a global systems integrator
and a cloud services provider to provide scale and reach; the other a codevelopment,
cocommercialization alliance between a mission-driven biotech and a big pharma
company. The case studies had competitive issues, cultural differences, difficult personalities, and multiple complexities—all the challenges an alliance management professional
would expect!
We asked the participants in the master class to characterize the major risks in the case
study alliances and how they would address them. The following table identifies a few of
the risks they saw and how to counter them (See Figure 3 - Risk Management Actions).

Characterizing Risks
All of the risks identified by the master class participants are common across the different types of
alliances. The last two listed in the table (where
only one industry is checked) are really just
variations on dealing with the risks posed by the
complexity of multiple partners.
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Risk

CULTURAL
DIFFERENCES

COMPETITIVE
CONCERNS

LEVEL OF
COMPETENCY

Management Action

Info/Digital
Tech

Biopharma

■ Use the startup process to develop understanding
and begin to shape an alliance culture
■ Faithful implementation of a comprehensive
communication plan
■ Engage in team/relationship building activities
during the startup process and periodically thereafter

■ Acknowledge upfront that these concerns exist
■ Have executives express commitment to the alliance
■ Establish specific rules of engagement

■ Align on roles and responsibilities
■ Provide opportunities to showcase capabilities
■ Carefully select governance members

CHALLENGING/
DOMINANT
EXECUTIVES

■ Robust stakeholder engagement and management
of the joint leadership group
■ Partner with executive sponsor/Joint Steering
Committee leadership to establish and enforce
“good behaviors”

COMPLEXITY OF
SALES PROCESS
WHEN MULTIPLE
ECOSYSTEM
PARTNERS
INVOLVED

■ Ensure sales enablement is thorough and addresses
this aspect
■ Success story from early wins to demonstrate how to
navigate the complexity
■ Define routes to market by partner

DEVELOPMENT
CHALLENGES OF
COMBINATION
THERAPIES

■ Implement governance over the combinations—recognize
their complexity can multiply when there are promising
trial results
■ Template agreements to the degree possible
■ Have someone on the alliance management team
specialize in these agreements and pay attention to
the portfolio implications

Figure 3 – Risk Management Actions
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STARTUP MASTER CLASS
The Value of Alliance Management Services
Another question participants discussed was the value their services during the startup period deliver to
stakeholders and how they would communicate that value. Not surprisingly, participants focused on preparing
stakeholders for what could go wrong and setting them up to make it go right. The risk identification
exercise is an essential piece of preparing for what could go wrong. Other ways alliance management professionals
can prepare stakeholders include:

Provide a blueprint for effective partnering—recognize that good partnering behavior is still
not second nature in many companies—and there may be a culture and embedded systems,
including compensation that work against it
Work with your counterpart to establish an open and trusting relationship so that you can
immediately address early warning signs of trouble
Establish comprehensive stakeholder engagement and management plans—especially for
stakeholders who are known to be “assertive”
Setup conversations between peers, including team members, governance committee
members, functional stakeholders, and executives about potential areas of conflict and
challenges at the kickoff meeting and beyond. Ensure this is not a taboo area of discussion
and help people understand that disagreements can be a source of innovation
Articulate value with an outside-in perspective that says how the alliance is beneficial and
valuable to the end customer. (This works well when the interaction with the customer is
near-term. If there is a long development period, think about and articulate the partnership’s
contribution to baseline scientific knowledge or advancement of a broad therapy platform)
Similarly, be very clear and reinforce the partnership value proposition for your company in
a way that is easily understood. For example: “This partnership is allowing us to scale our
efforts about a year sooner than we otherwise could. This means our revenue in the coming
year will increase by X.” If at all possible, relate the value proposition to what it means for
individuals
Prioritize efforts to create value—help your team focus on the opportunities that have been
teed up for them so that they can learn quickly and expand their efforts
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STARTUP MASTER CLASS
PUBLISH YOUR WORK –
Communicate the Value of Alliance Management Services
It is not enough for alliance management professionals to do good work. It is important to communicate what you
are doing during the startup process because it helps the organization learn good partnering practices.
Yes, there is an element of making sure the value of alliance management services is recognized but that is a
by-product. Communicating it is a key part of organizational capability building and should not be considered
self-promotion. Advice our master class participants had for communicating the value of alliance management
services to startup an alliance includes:

Add to your report/scorecard at governance committee/business review meetings
opportunities identified, disasters avoided, and how efficiency and effectiveness has been
improved. For example, define time savings relative to previous alliance launches
Use the startup period to establish baselines, especially around decision making. Report in
the future how you are able to reduce those timelines because decision making processes
were established in the startup period, and how your risk management efforts have
prevented problems from occurring
Continuously build success stories that others can use to guide their actions
Develop a suite of metrics that you implement during the startup period. Our advice is those
metrics should include a mix of activity, process, and outcome metrics:
Activity metrics are leading indicators. They report things such as how many people
have participated in information sessions about the alliance, providing an indication
of how widespread knowledge is of the specifics of the alliance
Process metrics reflect time elapsed and need a reference point to show improvement
Outcome metrics are lagging indicators. They report the achievement of
deliverables, milestones, or revenue that demonstrates tangible progress

Our master class participants also highlighted the need to change what all too often happens: A robust
communication plan is developed with good intentions, but the reality of moving the business forward everyday
makes implementing that communication plan an afterthought. They recognized this is an area where we must all
do better to build partnering capability within our organizations—and demonstrate the value alliance management
professionals provide to stakeholders during the startup process and beyond.
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The role of the
startup team is
to build and
implement a
startup plan, also
known as a launch
plan. The alliance
management
professionals are
the orchestrators
and depend on
the startup team
to bring the
operational
expertise required
to get everything
in place for
the kickoff.

Orchestrating
the Startup Process
As in all aspects of the alliance management professional’s job, the alliance
startup process requires rallying people and their resources around the
purpose of the alliance. A small team consisting of the stakeholders who are
instrumental to the success of the alliance from each of the partners should
be organized to be the arms and legs of the alliance professionals, garnering
support and buy-in across stakeholders.
The role of the startup team is to build and implement a startup plan, also
known as a launch plan. The alliance management professionals are the
orchestrators and depend on the startup team to bring the operational
expertise required to get everything in place for the kickoff. The team is
essential for setting expectations, developing understanding, securing
commitment, and building common language with shared meaning.
In biopharma, the core members of the startup team in addition to the
alliance professionals include the project leads and, as advisors, the functional leads who have the most immediate deliverables (e.g., clinical
development lead) as well as the expected leads of the Joint Steering Committee who serve as executive sponsors.
In go-to-market relationships, the team will be larger and include relevant
product, marketing, and services representatives, and sales leadership from
the geographies. If you are fortunate, there is a regional alliance director
who is your liaison to the field and who is responsible for the execution of
the deals. Here too, the executive sponsors, who may be the business unit
leads in which the alliance will be initially launched, serve as an advisors.

Three Success Factors for Starting
an Info/Digital Technology Partnership
SUCCESS FACTOR ONE: Customer Validation of the Value Assumption
Starting an alliance is a lot like starting a business. If there isn’t a customer
willing to open their wallet for your product or service, you don’t have a
business—or a strategic partnership. So before announcements are made,
three-year sales plans are forecast, and executives are speaking at each
other’s conferences, a value assumption is formed and tested with potential
partners and customers through a Minimum Viable Partnership (MVP)
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that presents your minimally viable partnership offering or product—
the traditional MVP. Speaking of assumptions, the following presumes
that you and your intended partner have already agreed you want to
partner and each has passed the other’s preliminary selection hurdles.
Start with the assumption of the value the customer will realize. Is it
significant enough for them to make a buying decision based on their
realization of meaningful outcomes? Will that generate sufficient value
for your company and its partner(s)? What’s sufficient value? A simple
way of answering this is:
n 	Is it a reasonable assumption the value for your company will
meet internal financial benchmarks?
n 	Does it offer significant strategic value that aligns with
company strategy?
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If the answers to these questions are yes, your next step is to design a
test of the value assumption and the minimal partnership that allows
you to operationalize that test. When a partnership business model is
streamlined to its essence, we wind up with three core elements that are
tied together by how it collaborates to create, deliver, and capture value
as it reaches for its North Star and achieves the partners’ individual
objectives.4 (See Figure 4 - Minimum Viable Partnership).

Before
announcements
are made,
three-year sales
plans are forecast,
and executives
are speaking at
each other’s
conferences, a
value assumption is
formed and tested
with potential
partners and
customers through
a Minimum Viable
Partnership (MVP).
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Figure 4 – Minimum Viable Partnership

4
Jan Twombly and Jeff
Shuman, Designing the Why,
What, and How of Your MVP
- Minimum Viable Partnership,
https://rhythmofbusiness.com/
insights.php?pid=67, March
2018.
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The three components include:

1. E CONOMIC MODEL:
The resources each partner makes available and how risk and
reward are shared in this initial implementation of the alliance’s value
proposition. It doesn’t have to be the way the economics are ultimately
to be distributed—just whatever it takes to test the customer value
proposition the partnership offers and get a good sense of if the value
to the partners will be “enough.” Note that this is a “net” value
proposition, as the reward is tempered by alliance risk

2. OPERATING FRAMEWORK:
The form(s) of organization and collaboration best suited for achieving
each party’s goals. It describes who does what, in light of respective
capabilities, expertise, and resources

3. GOVERNANCE PROCESS:
How decisions are made and the guidelines for use of each other’s
intellectual property (IP) as well as ownership and use of jointly created IP
The initial iteration of the partnership business model allows a test of the
value assumption for the customers and the partners. It may be documented
by a simple Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Be certain to identify
the critical assumptions underlying the model and have a method to measure
and collect data to validate or invalidate those assumptions. For example,
a startup alliance we’re familiar with made specific assumptions about the
market acceptance of a single product within its portfolio and based the
partnership on it—enabling the partner to sell and deliver only that product—
which turned out to be less successful than expected. Now the partnership is
on the rocks because one partner isn’t getting the value expected and there isn’t
appetite to enable them to represent other products.
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SUCCESS FACTOR TWO: Readiness and Enablement
A tested risk/reward value assumption becomes a partnership value
proposition. Together with the learning from how well the minimum
viable partnership created, delivered, and captured value in the initial controlled testing, it provides the basis for planning a full-scale partnership development and launch. Use a partnership planning canvas to map out all
the elements your partnership will need to become “ready and enabled.”
There are multiple elements to readiness and enablement. These include:

Getting ready to
launch a strategic
partnership is
a “whole of
organization”
endeavor.

n	Technical, sales, presales, and services enablement, which
includes awareness of the partnership, what it means to those
individuals, and training to assess the suitability of customers for
the partnership’s offerings, as well as how to sell the value of the
offering(s) and implement them
n	Executive sponsorship and resource commitment from relevant
functions, such as product and engineering
n	Alignment with corporate, business unit, and regional priorities
n	Internal/external communications and marketing programs
n	Legal, financial, and operational readiness that allows the partners
to actually conduct business—this includes having intellectual
property issues sorted and the partnership agreement in place
n	Alignment on the governance of the partnership and how it
interfaces with internal governance
Getting ready to launch a strategic partnership is a “whole of organization”
endeavor. This is where the startup team described earlier becomes
critical in readying the organization.
Keep score with a checklist similar to that in Figure 5 – Organizational
Alignment and Commitment to demonstrate that there is sufficient
organizational alignment and commitment to the partnership. Work with
your counterpart to ensure they have similar support. Set a benchmark
score that must be achieved to demonstrate sufficient alignment and
commitment by each partner.
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Potential Partner: _______________________________________
Completed by: _________________________________________

Date: ___________________

Alignment
CRITERIA
Potential
partnership is
aligned with:
(Score high 1-5)

Commitment
CRITERIA

Score

Rationale for Score

Potential
partnership has
commitment from:
(Score high 1-5)

Corporate
priorities relative
to investment and
value realization
horizons

All partners’
executive teams

Relevant
geographic
priorities

Field and
engineering
resources

Technical
roadmap timeline
and investment
priorities

Enablement
engine

TOTAL

Score

Rationale for Score

TOTAL

Figure 5 – Organizational Alignment and Commitment

Before moving to a launch at scale, check the box on the following five items:

3 Successful test of the value assumption with customers
3 Partnership agreement in place
3 Operational elements (legal, financial, logistics) in place
3 Stakeholder commitment secured
3 Resources secured; organizations enabled
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SUCCESS FACTOR THREE: Make it Real in the Field
In go-to-market alliances, the field is where the rubber meets the road. It
is essential to demonstrate the value of the partnership to the field (yours
and the partner’s) in the first few months—even when there is a long sales
cycle. Figure 6 - Launch and Activation Process describes the key steps to
get your partnership off on the right foot.

Launch
Plan

External
comms

LAUNCH
DATE

All activites
required to ensure
executive and
ﬁeld alignment,
commitment, and
readiness

Pre-brieﬁng of
channel, media,
analysts, ﬁeld
prior to
announcement

Internal and
external
announcements,
including initial
lighthouse
customer(s)

IGNITION

ACTIVATION

Generate
awareness and
excitement in ﬁrst
30 days, secure
quick wins

Drive ﬁeld
engagement to
gain early traction
and momentum.
Initiate
governance

In go-to-market
alliances, the field
is where the rubber
meets the road.
It is essential to
demonstrate the
value of the
partnership to the
field (yours and the
partner’s) in the
first few months—
even when there is
a long sales cycle.

Figure 6 - Launch and Activation Process

The Launch Plan includes all the nitty gritty elements that underly the
readiness characteristics described above, such as establishing pricing
and inventory SKUs, developing sales aids, and creating data fields in
Salesforce. It also includes “priming the pump”—building the pre-launch
pipeline through joint account planning sessions and hopefully securing a
marquis/lighthouse customer to be part of launch announcements.
As the launch date becomes imminent, implement the communications plan.
There may be partners you want to give a heads-up to so that they don’t learn
about your new partnership from a press release. Media alerts may be called
for, as well as analyst briefings. Field leadership that has not participated in
the planning also need a pre-briefing so that they know what to expect.
On the launch date, you are open for business. This could be announced
at an industry conference, through a press interview, an introductory
video, or simply through a press release. It should be jointly announced by
leadership of both partners—and hopefully include your marquis/lighthouse customer(s) who is willing to say how valuable the partnership is
for them. There are high-fives all around.
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It is important
in biopharma
partnering that
the alliance
management
professional
responsible for
implementing the
alliance has
input into the
collaboration
agreement and
begins to get
to know the
partner once it is
reasonably certain
an alliance will be
consummated.

You’re not done yet in the startup process. Take the next 30 days to ignite
the partnership activity, generating awareness and excitement with the field
and with the channel, if that is relevant. This is when the work that has been
done lining up the pre-launch pipeline bears fruit. Early wins are essential.
Define what that means based on the sales process and cycle and communicate it to the field regularly. Consider incentives and contests. Watch for
where additional training may be required, collaterals refined or newly
developed. Communicate daily with the regional alliance director who is
guiding the execution in the geography.
When can you consider that the startup process is complete and the alliance
fully activated? Typically allow about 60 days to gain traction and momentum,
make any necessary adjustments, and initiate the governance.

Three Success Factors
for Starting an Asset-Based
Biopharma Alliance
SUCCESS FACTOR ONE: Participate Pre-Agreement
Unlike most industries, business development and alliance management are
distinct job functions in biopharma—especially for traditional research or
asset-based alliances. This makes it important in biopharma partnering that
the alliance management professional responsible for implementing the
alliance has input into the collaboration agreement and begins to get to
know the partner once it is reasonably certain an alliance will be consummated. Typically, that is at the point of a binding term sheet.
In the past, the alliance management professional was handed a “done
deal” and told to get it started and manage it without having much, if any
input into the terms of the agreement or having had the opportunity to
get to know the partner. This often resulted in a mad scramble to produce
early deliverables and poorly executed startup processes. It also resulted in
agreements with provisions that weren’t able to be operationalized, such as
time requirements that were simply not achievable; restrictions that had
unintended consequences, or governance that was too prescriptive and
rigid. Over time, biopharmaceutical alliance management professionals have demonstrated the value of being engaged early. (See Figure 7 Evolution of the Startup Process in Biopharma):
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n	Better agreements that reduce legal uncertainties and unnecessary
delays caused by different interpretations of the agreement or
needing to amend the agreement to make technical corrections
n	Accelerating the startup process by beginning it while the agreement
is being developed, adding a measure of agility to the process
n	Assessing the culture and style of the partner and identifying
where and how the partners are likely to have differences

OLD THINKING

NEW THINKING

Alliance manager
brought in at or
near the time of
the deal signing

Alliance
manager brought
in at binding term
sheet

Linear

Agile

WANT

FIND

GET

STARTUP

GET
STARTUP

OPERATE

TRANSITION

OPERATE

Figure 7 - Evolution of the Startup Process in Biopharma

SUCCESS FACTOR TWO: Proactive Risk Management
Being involved at term sheet allows the alliance management professional
to conduct a preliminary risk assessment and begin to work with alliance
leadership to develop “what if ” scenarios before the pull of the day-to-day
of the alliance is all-encompassing. This preserves value by saving time in
developing a response should risks materialize.
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An agile
approach overlaps
the startup
process with the
“get” stage of
alliance
development
moving two key
milestones into the
startup process—
the agreement
development and
agreement signing.
Adapting
the alliance
management
organization

The more agile approach overlaps the startup process with the “get” stage
of alliance development moving two key milestones into the startup
process—the agreement development and agreement signing. (See Figure
8 - Agile Startup Process).

Term Sheet

1

2

3

Operational

Agreement
Development

Agreement
Signing

Joint Kickoff
meeting

Shapes what each party
will do, the guideposts
it will follow, and the
objectives to be achieved

Public
announcement —
the ofﬁcial starting bell

Aligns the parties on
how they will work
together to achieve the
alliance’s objectives

Figure 8 - Agile Startup Process

To initiate the risk assessment, alliance management professionals focus on 4 Ps:

1. PARTNER – Begin to learn about the partner and their culture. For
example, pay attention to the decision-making authority of the agreement negotiators. Do they need to constantly reach out to senior management for sign-off on the smallest thing, or can they make commitments? If the former is true, it is a sign that teams won’t be empowered
and that governance decisions may be routinely overturned.

2. PRIORITIES – Appreciate what is important to each partner. What
rights or contract provisions does each partner fight for and why?
Whatever someone fights for and doesn’t get, or has to settle for a
compromise, presents a likely risk of future disagreement.

3. PORTFOLIO – Consider the impact and possible conflicts with

existing alliances and internal programs. If your product or alliance
portfolio includes any competitive assets, keep in mind that teams likely
need to be separated. Additionally, it may be best to keep high-level
executives with purview over the portfolio outside of governance. It is
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easy for partners to lose trust when they think decisions on their
asset are being made in the interests of the broader portfolio.

4. PROVISIONS – Design governance and ensure operational

validity. As described above, the alliance manager’s experience and
expertise help design an agile governance structure that can adapt as
the alliance progresses through its product development and commercialization milestones. Facilitate an operational review with each
of the key functional leaders to ensure that the terms as written can
be executed in the normal course of business.

Think of the
readiness and
enablement
component as
encompassing
five interconnected
workstreams

Other key insights that may highlight cultural differences and potentially
present risks will be gleaned around the second milestone in the startup
period—the agreement signing. This, of course, is a big deal of an event
with press announcements and interviews, media coverage, and maybe
even town halls to announce the alliance to the whole company. In some
cases, it can cause movement in a company’s valuation and/or stock price—
especially that of a smaller biotech.
This is the time to ensure that communication protocols are established in terms of executives quoted, the tone of the announcements, and
when they should or should not be jointly issued. For a large biopharma
company, the alliance may be just another announcement, whereas for a
small, publicly-traded company, the existence of the alliance is a material
event and there are securities regulations with which it must comply.
Publicity is something that can cause unexpected issues and create risk
when something unintentional seeps through in a press release. Pay attention to behavior around the public announcement of the alliance. It will
clue you in on whether or not press releases, conference presentations, and
potentially data reveals are something that gets a yellow caution rating in
your alliance risk register.
SUCCESS FACTOR THREE: Readiness and Enablement
As with digital/info tech alliances, the biopharma organization must be
readied and enabled to do the alliance’s business. Think of the readiness
and enablement component as encompassing five interconnected workstreams. (See Figure 9 - Five Readiness and Enablement Workstreams).
Depending on the specifics of the alliance, the cultures of the partners, and in some cases competition or anti-trust law, some aspects of
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Initiate governance
Appoint and onboard members,
plan initial meetings

Build Communications
Build communication and reporting
plan; establish joint collaborative
platform; determine protocols

2

4

1

3

5

Engage Project team
Secure necessary resources;
conduct internal kickoff
meeting(s)

Finalize workplans
Align on ﬁnal functional
plans to endorse at initial
governance meetings

Conduct Joint
kickoff meeting
Plan and conduct joint kickoff
meeting; include social activity

Figure 9 - Five Readiness and Enablement Workstreams

readiness and enablement can occur before the agreement is signed. Others
occur in the period between milestones 2 and 3 in Figure 8.

WORKSTREAM ONE
ENGAGE THE PROJECT TEAM
Biopharma alliances typically have a dedicated joint
project team that work together as if they worked for
the same company. This can be a single team that sits
under a single governance committee or it may be multiple working teams that
report to functionally-oriented governance subcommittees. What is important
during the startup process is to identify who these people are, secure their
commitment to the team, and educate them about the alliance and the partner.
Typically, each partner does this independently in informal settings and in
an all-team internal kickoff meeting. It can be very helpful if you align on
a common presentation for both partners to introduce the alliance to their
internal team members.
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WORKSTREAM TWO
INITIATE GOVERNANCE
In a biopharma alliance, governance is where decisions
get made, plans are approved, results reviewed, and
disputes resolved. It is essential to the success of your
alliance that the right people are appointed and that they know their role as
well as the scope and deliverables of their committee. As the leaders of the
alliance, governance members are responsible for establishing its tone and
culture. For most alliances, the intent is to establish an entity or one-team
mindset, aligning around the alliance’s North Star embodied in the value
proposition of the alliance.
The first governance meetings occur as part of the joint kickoff meeting.
These initial meetings are partially organizing meetings, but there are
likely key early deliverables that must be discussed and initiated.

WORKSTREAM THREE
FINALIZE WORKPLANS
Typically, preliminary workplans are appended to the
alliance agreement, outlining key early milestones and
deliverables. Often, these plans require further definition,
assignment of responsible personnel, and timelines determined. It is also
essential to identify interdependencies among the various plans. For example, dosage to be tested in early clinical trials may have an impact on the
number of batches to be manufactured or the size of the syringe to procure.
Within this workstream, the alliance management professional builds
his/her own post-startup period workplan, focusing on ensuring decisions are planned, initial deliverables are timely produced, risk scenarios
monitored and updated, the alliance integrated into internal routines and
governance, and that a collaborative leadership agenda to drive the oneteam mentality focused on the North Star is implemented.

WORKSTREAM FOUR
BUILD COMMUNICATIONS
This workstream is multi-faceted. It includes internal
communications, communications between partners,
external communications, as well as measurement
and reporting. It is a workstream that too often gets lip service and isn’t
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appropriately implemented, despite every alliance professional fully
comprehending that communication is key to building trust, gaining alignment, having common language with shared meaning when it comes to
decision making, and building agility into alliance operations.
The other essential piece of this workstream is building a shared IT
platform that serves as an alliance document repository and single version
of the truth. Implementing a shared platform can significantly reduce the
amount of time alliance professionals spend on routine administrative matters and free them up for more value creating activities.5

WORKSTREAM FIVE
JOINT KICKOFF MEETING
In the pre-pandemic days joint kickoff meetings were
often two days of presentations, talking through
anticipated challenges, initial joint meetings of both
project teams and governance committees, along with dinners, networking, and maybe even some team building. It was a chance to start building
relationships between the people who will be working together for many
years to come to deliver life-changing therapies to patients and maybe even
generate blockbuster-level revenues for the partners.
Today, all of this must be done via web conference. Alliance professionals
should engage with meeting organizers who have developed techniques
for getting the most out of digital meetings and draw on their expertise to
structure the meeting and its agenda. The objectives haven’t changed—only
the venue.
These five workstreams represent the critical tasks to ready and enable
your organization to enter into a research, codevelopment, and perhaps cocommercialization biopharma alliance. The startup process should be
essentially complete with the joint kickoff meeting which should happen
about 30 days post agreement signing. By engaging pre-agreement, you’ve
shaved at least 30 days and likely more off of the overall startup process.
Jan Twombly, Louis Rinfret,
Jeff Shuman, and Michael
Roch, Alliance Management’s
Digital Future Is Here, The
Association of Strategic
Alliance Professionals,
Strategic Alliance
Quarterly Q4 2020.
5
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Delivering Value
The alliance startup process sets the tone for the alliance. Preparing stakeholders for what could go wrong helps them avoid value eroding delays
and risks. Setting them up to make the alliance operate efficiently and
effectively helps them agilely address the inevitable challenges, preserving
and enhancing value. The six points that follow are key to value creation,
delivery and capture during alliance startup:

1 	The purpose of the startup process is to create common understanding
of how the alliance will operate both internally and with the partner

2 Align on mission, program, and ways of working—find your North Star
3 	There are nine components for the partners to align on during the
startup process. How they are implemented depends on the context
and industry of the alliance

4 	Assemble a small joint startup team to work with the alliance
management professionals—don’t work in a vacuum

Preparing
stakeholders for
what could go
wrong helps them
avoid value
eroding delays and
risks. Setting them
up to make the
alliance operate
efficiently and
effectively helps
them agilely
address the
inevitable
challenges,
preserving and
enhancing value.

5 	Building relationships between counterparts is critical—and takes
special purposefulness in our age of remote work

6 	Plan for what could go wrong—but take every action to drive early
wins, hitting key milestones, or landing lighthouse accounts
Leading the startup process, orchestrating stakeholders, and creating
common understanding of the alliance’s value proposition—what it will do
and how it will operate to deliver on that value proposition—is essential
value alliance management professionals deliver to their stakeholders. It is
increasingly important as alliances become ever more complex.
Remember one of the core alliance management truisms: “Start it right or
start it again—typically in the midst of loss of value and trust.” That, too, is
money in the bank.
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